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Abstract

Training sample re-weighting is an effective approach
for tackling data biases such as imbalanced and corrupted
labels. Recent methods develop learning-based algorithms
to learn sample re-weighting strategies jointly with model
training based on the frameworks of reinforcement learning
and meta learning. However, depending on additional
unbiased reward data is limiting their general applicability.
Furthermore, existing learning-based sample re-weighting
methods require nested optimizations of models and weight-
ing parameters, which requires expensive second-order
computation. This paper addresses these two problems and
presents a novel learning-based fast sample re-weighting
(FSR) method that does not require additional reward data.
The method is based on two key ideas: learning from history
to build proxy reward data and feature sharing to reduce
the optimization cost. Our experiments show the proposed
method achieves competitive results compared to state of
the arts on label noise robustness and long-tailed recogni-
tion, and does so while achieving significantly improved
training efficiency. The source code is publicly available
at https://github.com/google-research/
google-research/tree/master/ieg.

1. Introduction

The performance of DNNs is dependent on the scale of
training datasets and the quality of labels. Data biases are
inevitable in practice, and in particular, noisy labels [51, 61]
or imbalanced classes [9, 25] can negatively influence the
model performance.

Sample re-weighting is an effective strategy that has been
explored to address problems caused by data biases [5]. The
underline principle of sample re-weighting is as simple as
upgrading the weights of good samples and downgrading the
weights of bad samples. Finding effective weights that can
optimize the model training with stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) is a dynamic process. The optimal weight of a sam-
ple can change over model training phases. Over-weighting
simple samples at later phases while under-weighting hard
samples at early phases can cause negative effects to the
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed method compared with typical
method for meta re-weighting. Our method is fast and does not
need reward data.

overall DNN accuracy [16]. In light of the advances in meta
learning and reinforcement learning (RL), there is a growing
interest in learning-to-learn based algorithms to optimize
sample weights jointly with model training [44, 47, 20, 57].
This problem well resembles the design of MAML [13]: in-
corporating meta optimization inside the supervised training
for sample weight optimization. The meta-objective of re-
weighting is usually defined as finding the optimal weight
per sample such that the trained model has the best objective
on an additional reward (a.k.a. validation) dataset. Moreover,
such reward dataset is required to be unbiased and to have
reasonable size. For example, in label noise robust training
problems, this unbiased reward dataset is expected to have
clean and class-balanced labels. This extra requirement has
been noted to be problematic, but how to remove such a
requirement remains unanswered [6].

From an optimization and efficiency perspective, although
this problem can be directly formulated as an RL problem,
the training computation is very expensive [15, 57]. There-
fore, most existing work follows the more efficient meta
learning framework, assuming that the weight optimization
with respect to reward signals is a fully differentiable prob-
lem. Even so, similarly to MAML, the overall computation
still requires a second-order unroll of DNN computation
graphs, which increases the memory requirement and train-
ing time complexity significantly [44]. Such a limitation
hinders the applicability of the method to large-scale DNNs,
and emphasizes the importance of the need for further im-
proving efficiency.

In this paper, we present a new fast sample re-weighting
(FSR) method to overcome the two aforementioned problems
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(Figure 1): a) removing reward data dependence and b)
improving training efficiency. To this end we make the
following contributions:

• We leverage a dictionary (essentially an extra buffer)
to monitor the training history reflected by the model
updates during meta optimization periodically, and pro-
pose a valuation function to discover meaningful sam-
ples from training data as the proxy of reward data. The
unbiased dictionary keeps being updated and provides
reward signals to optimize sample weights.

• Motivated by an investigation we conducted into the
mechanism of sample weight meta-objective, instead
of maintaining model states for both model and sample
weight updates separately, we propose to enable fea-
ture sharing for saving the computation cost used for
maintaining respective states. The proposed method
demonstrates significant improvement in training effi-
ciency, which is a desirable feature for large-scale DNN
training compared to previous learning-based sample
weighting methods.

• Because our proposed method does not rely on addi-
tional reward data, we can directly apply it to tackle
common data biases, including noisy labels and long-
tailed recognition, as well as more challenging com-
plex of these two types of label corruption. Since fast
re-weighting ability of FSR is orthogonal to domain-
specific techniques, we also propose a momentum re-
labeling technique with MixUp regularization to en-
hance the performance of FSR in noise robust training.
Extensive experiments demonstrate our competitive per-
formance compared to previous methods.

2. Related Work
Training samples are unequally important. Weighting

training samples is a traditional and effective strategy to im-
prove model performance. Traditional ML methods, such
as importance sampling [24], AdaBoost [14], and self-paced
learning [28], explore the usage of important samples for
better model training. These weighting strategies have been
extended to deep learning [22, 26, 35, 54, 5]. More spe-
cialized sample weighting approaches have also been de-
veloped in order to weight training samples targeting dif-
ferent goals, either to enhance high value data points, or to
reduce data biases (e.g., label noises) [12, 27]. Hard sam-
ple mining [46] seeks for hard objects to bootstrap model
training. Focal Loss [33] is widely used to allow DNNs to
focus on hard samples. [9] proposes a class balanced (CB)
loss for long-tailed recognition. [45] utilizes the softmax
temperature to learn instance and class weights. Moreover,
learning based re-weighting methods becomes popular for
label noise-robust training. For example, [23] proposes to
train a sequence model to predict good sample weighting.

[44, 47, 20] propose meta learning based re-weighting. Be-
sides learning sample weights alone, followup methods have
explored learning additional data related coefficients, such
as labels [61, 41, 31] and data augmentation policies [20].

Most of the popular learning based weighting methods
originated from meta learning (or learning-to-learn) [19],
e.g. MAML [13]. A common requirement is the access to a
reward dataset that needs to be unbiased, so a meta-objective
can be defined to optimize the sample weights. This reward
dataset is mandatory for conventional meta learning used for
few shot learning which requires models to quickly adapt to
new tasks. However, in the task of learning sample weights,
where reward data is drawn from the same distribution of
training data, we question and investigate the necessity of
that. Moreover, this type of methods consumes extensive
compute and memory. Recently, the meta learning com-
munity has explored how to accelerate training of MAML
[43, 39, 62]. However, to our best knowledge, no previous
work has studied how to accelerate the training process for
learning sample weights.

3. Background: Learning Sample Weights
In this section, we briefly review the background of learn-

ing based sample re-weighting methods [44, 47, 20, 10].
We define a dataset D = {(xD

i , yDi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ N} with
totally N samples and label y contains a certain degree of
biases. Assuming we have another unbiased reward dataset
R = {(xR

i , y
R
i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ M} with totally M samples

(where M ≪ N ). The objective of training DNN parameters
Θ can be formulated as a weighted cross-entropy softmax
loss,

Θ⋆(ω) = argmin
Θ

N∑
i=1

ωiL
(
yDi , f(xD

i ; Θ)
)
, (1)

where ωi is the sample loss weight for xD
i . f(·; Θ) is the

targeting DNN that outputs class logits and L(·, ·) is the stan-
dard softmax cross-entropy loss for each training data pair
(x, y). In regular supervised training, ω is equally distributed
to samples in each mini-batch.

Here ω is treated as learnable parameters for optimization.
To this end, the meta learning is formulated to learn the
optimal ω for each training data in D, such that the trained
model with new sample weights can perform best on the
reward data in R, measured as the reward signal by a cross-
entropy loss

ω⋆ = arg min
ω,ω≥0

1

M

M∑
i

L
(
yRi , f(x

R
i ; Θ

⋆(ω))
)
. (2)

The problem can be solved by enumerating real value sample
weights in a brute-force fashion and training the model until
converge at each weight combination. However, the compu-
tation requirement is infinite. Currently methods that try to
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Figure 2. Illustration of the three major steps of the method. A
dictionary is dynamically updated to maintain the proxy of reward
data to enable meta optimization (gradient-by-gradient) of sam-
ple weight. Meta model parameters only include partial model
parameters (e.g. FC in this example), while the rest are shared.

address this problem borrow the concept of meta learning to
perform a single step model gradient update to online estimat-
ing Θ⋆: Θt+1(ω) = Θt − η∇Θ

(∑
i ωiL(yi, f(xi; Θt))

)
,

where η is a scalar step size. This enables differentiability
of sample weight variables. Therefore, at each timestamp t,
we can find the current optimal weight for each sample ω⋆

t,i

through

ωo,i − α
1

M

M∑
i=1

∂

∂ωt,i
L
(
yRi , f(x

R
i ; Θt+1(ω))

)∣∣∣∣
ωt,i=ωo

(3)
where α is the step size and wo is the initial value. [44]
resets wo = 0 and calculates a new value every iteration.
[47] treats it as a trainable variable and updates it using SGD.
Lastly, the final weights ω⋆ are normalized along mini-batch
to satisfy

∑
i ωi = 1.

Training Complexity. Θ(ω) is a function of ω, the gradi-
ent computation of ω in Equation (3) requires second-order
back-propagation (also called gradient-by-gradient in liter-
ature). The whole training step requires 1) a forward pass
on the training data and 2) reward data once each, 3) a step
of gradient descent, 4) second-order back-propagation once,
and 5) final model update with SGD. Therefore, there needs
3× training time than regular supervised training as analyzed
by [44]. At the same time, in modern deep learning libraries,
the auto-differentiation mechanism will need to hold inter-
mediate representations for second-order back-propagation,
which takes higher GPU memory. The experimental section
conducts detailed analysis.

4. Method
This section introduces the proposed method. Algorithm 1

presents the complete training details of FSR.

4.1. Learning from Past as Dictionary Fetching

Instead of preparing an extra reward set, we propose to
use a dictionary to store valuable training samples that can be

Algorithm 1 FSR training step. The dictionary is updated every
epoch. Θmeta is pre-defined based on DNN architectures.

Input: Training data D, model parameter Θ, batch size b, dictio-
nary R, reward batch size q, warm-up epoch E.
Initialize R0 = BalancedSampleBatch(D, |R|).
for t = 1 to T − 1 do
{XD, Y D} ← SampleBatch(D, b).
if Epoch(t) ≥ E then

Θmeta
t ← Synchronize with Θt.

Initialize ωo ← 1
b

.

Θmeta
t+1 = Θmeta

t − α∇Θmeta
∑|XD|

i ωiL
(
yi, f(xi; Θt)

)
.

{XR, Y R} ← FetchBalancedBatch(Rt, q).
ω⋆ ← Update sample weights (Equation 2).
ω⋆ ← Normalize(ω⋆).

else
ω⋆ ← ωo

end if
Θt+1 ← Update model given ω⋆ (Equation 1).
P(x,Θt+1)← Compute scores for x ∈ XD (Equation 5).
P̂t(x)← λP̂t(x) + (1− λ)P(x,Θt+1), x ∈ XD .
if EpochEnd(t) then

Rt+1 ← Update dictionary using P̂t(D) (Equation 4).
else

Rt+1 ← Rt

end if
end for

used as a proxy of unbiased reward data, where data biases
are controllable since labels and model predictions in R are
known. The dictionary is dynamically updated to improve
its quality. To this end, we maximize a defined a pusher
function P such that the selected dictionary is

R⋆ = argmax
R

∑
x∈R,R⊂D

P(x,Θ), (4)

where R has a fixed buffer size as an hyper-parameter. See
experiments for more discussions about the memorization
assumption behind the definition.

Choosing an effective P is important for the quality of
reward data. This problem connects to an active research
field on data valuation [15]. Different from these methods,
the valuation calculation here needs to be efficient in order
to execute with model updating at every step. We propose
the following meta-margin definition

P(x,Θt) = L
(
f(x,Θt), y

)
− L

(
f(x,Θ⋆

t ), y
)
, (5)

where Θ⋆
t represents model state after meta update at times-

tamp t. The proposed meta-margin utilizes the states be-
tween the model and the meta model on training data. Maxi-
mizing meta-margin intuitively finds samples whose losses
have the largest drop after model gradient descent. It pri-
oritizes training samples which is not well recognized (i.e.,
L(f(x,Θt), y) is high) but its loss can be well minimized
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Figure 3. Gradient and gradient-by-gradient illustration of Wide-
ResNet28-10 residual layer blocks.

after then. In contrast, if a sample has small loss (i.e.,
L(f(x,Θt), y) is low) already (possibly being memorized),
the meta-margin will be small as well. More importantly, if
the loss cannot be minimized or even increases after update,
the pusher function de-prioritizes these samples because they
are likely undesirable.

In label noise robust training, why the meta-margin can
avoid selecting mislabeled (undesirable) samples? In prac-
tice, mislabeled data is usually harder to be minimized than
clean data due to the regularization of DNNs that is able to
resist label noise. This phenomenon is prominent at early
training phases [51, 34] because models tend to learn simple
samples before hard (mislabeled) samples [45, 3]. It is worth
noticing that utilizing this intrinsic regularization to deal
with noisy labels is fairly common in previous methods to
divide possible clean and noisy samples [42, 17, 34, 11]. For
example, [42] proposes to calculate margin between logits of
the labeled class and largest logits of other classes to achieve
this aim. Our proposed meta-margin borrows this high-level
inspiration, while at the same time makes use of the meta
optimization behaviors to avoid several types of samples that
have low value as proxy reward data. In experiments, we
also explore several existing data valuation candidates as the
pusher function to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
meta-margin.
Momentum pusher. The pusher function P depends on
the state of models. To obtain a robust estimation of data
points using a series of history of model states, we propose
a momentum based pusher function, where P̂t = λP̂t−1 +
(1− λ)Pt. Therefore, we construct R as the reward dataset
using the momentum version P of Equation (4). Lastly, at
the start of the training when model is poorly performed, the
constructed dictionary could be noisy. Thus we usually setup
a couple of epochs for warm-up without applying learned
weights (see Algorithm 1 for details).

4.2. Feature Sharing to Reduce Training Time

Efficiency is an well-known bottleneck for learning based
re-weighting, because it requires meta-learning-like nested

updates. The experimental section shows quantitive analysis.
We show that improving the training efficiency needs a

revisit of model parameter behaviors between nested outer
and inner loops. We speculate the potential possibility of fea-
ture sharing between Θt+1 and Θt. To be specific, Equation
3 can be further written as

∂

∂ωt,i
LR

∣∣∣∣
ωt,i=ωo

=
1

M

M∑
j=1

∂LR
j

∂Θ

∣∣∣∣∣
Θ=Θt+1

∂Θt+1(ω)

∂ωt,i

∣∣∣∣
ωt,i=ωo

∝ 1

M

M∑
j=1

∑
l∈Θ

∂LR
j

∂Θl

∣∣∣∣∣
Θl=Θt,l

∂LD
i

∂Θl

∣∣∣∣
Θ=Θt,l

∝ 1

M

M∑
j=1

∑
l∈Θmeta

∂LR
j

∂Θl

∣∣∣∣∣
Θl=Θt,l

∂LD
i

∂Θl

∣∣∣∣
Θ=Θt,l

,

(6)

where Θl refers to the l-th layer of parameters. The deriva-
tion indicates the meta-gradient is the sum of the gradient
products of all layers of parameters. It motivates us to use
partial layers Θmeta ⊂ Θ to approximate Equation (6) (i.e.
the last row). To understand the contribution of different lay-
ers, Figure 3 shows the magnitudes of gradient-by-gradient
∇Θt+1L

R and gradient ∇ΘtL
R of several layers, suggesting

that the changes of sample weights are majorly contributed
by the fully-connected (FC) layer. Thus including FC into
Θmeta could be sufficient to achieve good approximation with
the lowest computation cost.

This approximation is actually equivalent to enabling
feature sharing between the model and the meta model,
which connects to the recent investigation of rapid learn-
ing in MAML [43]. In implementation, it is achieved by
excluding layers of parameters from bottom up to a certain
layer from participating meta optimization (see Figure 2).
For example, if only FC is included, although a reward data
mini-batch still needs to forward the meta model, all rest
meta gradient-by-gradient computation is reduced to cheap
matrix (from FC weights) multiplication.

4.3. Momentum Re-labeling and Regularization

Beside re-weighting, we explore more task specific com-
ponent to improve FSR on noise robust training. Recent
methods favor the design that identifying mislabeled sam-
ples and then reusing them as unlabeled data for re-labeling
and augmentation [11, 30], in light of semi-supervised learn-
ing [4, 48, 55, 49, 63]. FSR intrinsically assigns low weight
values to filter mislabeled samples from participating into su-
pervision. To enhance FSR for better reuse of those samples,
we propose a momentum dictionary to maintain long-term
prediction estimation of samples and use the estimated pre-
dictions as pseudo labels for supervised training. Compared
with previous methods with re-labeling, our approach is
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Table 1. Test accuracy on CIFAR10 with uniform noise. ♯ indicates
methods requires additional reward data. ±0.0 and ‘-’ mean the
corresponding method does not report the value.

Method
Noise ratio

0 0.2 0.4 0.8

GCE 93.5 89.9±0.2 87.1±0.2 67.9±0.6
RoG 94.2 87.4±0.0 81.8±0.0 -
MentorNet♯ 96.0 92.0±0.0 89.0±0.0 49.0±0.0
L2R♯ 96.1 90.0±0.4 86.9±0.2 73.0±0.8
MWN♯ 92.0 90.3±0.6 87.5±0.2 -
CRUST 94.4 91.1±0.2 89.2±0.2 58.3±1.8
ELR 94.5 92.1±0.4 91.4±0.2 80.7±0.6

FSR-R32 94.4 91.8±0.7 90.2±0.7 74.2±0.9
FSR 96.8 95.1±0.1 93.7±0.1 82.8±0.3

Table 2. Test accuracy on CIFAR100 with uniform noise.

Method
Noise ratio

0 0.2 0.4 0.8

GCE 81.4 66.8±0.4 61.8±0.2 47.7±0.7
MentorNet♯ 79.0 73.0±0.0 68.0±0.0 35.0±0.0
L2R♯ 81.2 67.1±0.1 61.3+2.0 35.1±1.2
MWN♯ 70.1 64.2±0.3 58.6±0.5 -
PENCIL 81.4 73.9±0.3 69.1±0.6 -
ELR 75.2 74.7±0.3 68.4±0.4 30.2±0.8

FSR-R32 71.3 69.8±0.2 65.9±0.2 41.2±3.0
FSR 81.6 78.7±0.2 74.2±0.4 46.7±0.8

fairly simpler since it does not need extra copies of exten-
sively augmented data to ensemble pseudo labels or two-
stage training to bootstrap mislabeled data [32, 30, 11].

The pseudo label ŷ of a sample x at timestamp t is up-
dated in a moving-average manner

ŷt = βŷt−1 + (1− β)f(x,Θt), (7)

where β is moving-average decay scalar. The batch sam-
ples with estimated labels are simply used to construct an
extra softmax loss with a multiplier p with the original
weighted loss, so the total loss is

∑
xi
ωiL(yi, f(xi)) + p ·

L(ŷi, f(xi)).
Regularization. In addition, we apply MixUp [59] on train-
ing data used to compute the weighted loss only (i.e., the
first term of the total loss). This technique almost becomes
a common practice for noise robust methods [50]. In exper-
iments, we find MixUp has strong regularization effects to
improve dictionary quality (i.e. label clean ratio) for noise
robust training.

5. Experiments
5.1. Label Noise Experiments

We test our method on the CIFAR and WebVision datasets.
The compared methods including GCE [60], MentorNet
[23], RoG [29], L2R [44], MWN [47], F-correction [40],

Table 3. Test accuracy on CIFAR10 with asymmetric noise.

Method
Noise ratio

0.2 0.4

GCE 89.5±0.3 82.3±0.7
F-Correction 89.1±0.5 83.6±0.3
PENCIL 92.4±0.0 91.2±0.0
L2R-R32 89.2 ±0.3 84.8±0.0
L2R 92.4 ±0.1 90.8±0.3

FSR-R32 91.5±0.1 90.2 ±0.1
FSR 95.0±0.1 93.6±0.3

Table 4. Top: Hyper-parameters used by different experiments,
where most are fixed across experiments. Some hyper-parameters
are defined in Algorithm 1. Bottom: Accuracy with sweeping
hyper-parameters on CIFAR100 with 40% uniform noise.

Experiment
Hyper-parameter

|R| q b λ η α β p

CIFAR (noise) 2k 200 100 0.9 0.1 1 0.1 2
Webvision 5k 200 16 0.9 0.1 1 0.1 1

CIFAR (Long-Tailed) 3k 800 100 0.9 0.1 1 - -
iNaturalist2018 2k 350 32 0.9 0.1 1 - -

CIFAR (LT+noise) 3k 200 128 0.9 0.1 1 0.1 2

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
 (Pusher momentum decay)

64.8

65.0

65.2

65.4

65.6

65.8

66.0

66.2

Ac
cu

ra
cy

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
 (Meta step size)

64.6

64.8

65.0

65.2

65.4

65.6

65.8

66.0

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
 (Re-labeling momentum decay)

64.6

64.8

65.0

65.2

65.4

65.6

65.8

66.0

66.2

0 2 4
p (Re-labeling loss multipler)

63.5

64.0

64.5

65.0

65.5

Table 5. Test accuracy on WebVision (50 classes). ImageNet vali-
dation accuracy on the 50 classes is also reported.

Method
ImageNet WebVision

top1 top5 top1 top5

F-correction 57.4 82.4 61.1 82.7
D2L 57.8 81.4 62.7 84.0
Co-teaching 61.5 84.7 63.6 85.2
Iterative-CV 61.6 85.0 65.2 85.3
MentorNet♯ 63.8 85.8 63.0 81.4
CRUST 67.4 87.8 72.4 89.6

FSR 72.3 87.2 74.9 88.2

D2L [37], Co-teaching [17], Iterative-CV [7], PENCIL [56],
F-Correction [1], CRUST [38], and ELR [34].

CIFAR. We first verify on the common CIFAR10 and
CIFAR100 uniform label noises following settings of [44,
23]. We use WRN28-10 as default [58] as it is commonly
used in [44, 47]. We also test using ResNet32 [18]. We
train the model on a single V100 GPU. We use a cyclical
cosine learning rate for 128 epochs and report the accuracy
corresponding to the last iteration.
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Table 6. Test accuracy on CIFAR long-tailed recognition. FSR
results are obtained by averaging 3 runs. DF refers to deferred en-
abling re-weighting. CB refers to class-balanced loss with different
sub-types [9]. CB-Best adopts the best hyper-parameters for each
setup. Note that ♯ indicates methods uses 10 image per class as a
reward set, which is not absolute fair comparison.

Dataset CIFAR10 CIFAR100

Imb. ratio 200 50 10 200 50 10

SoftMax 65.68 74.81 86.39 34.84 43.85 55.71
CB-Focal 65.29 76.71 86.66 32.62 44.32 55.78
CB-Best 68.89 79.27 87.49 36.23 45.32 57.99

L2R♯ 66.51 78.93 85.19 33.38 44.44 53.73
MWN♯ 68.91 80.06 87.84 37.91 46.74 58.46

FSR-DF 66.15 79.78 88.15 36.74 44.43 55.60
FSR 67.76 79.17 87.40 35.44 42.57 55.45

Table 1 and Table 2 show the results on the two datasets
with different noise ratios, respectively. The proposed FSR
outperforms compared methods, and also learning based
weight competitors, i.e. L2R, MentorNet, and MWN, which
requires additional clean reward data. We also verify on
asymmetric noise types, which confuses visually similar cat-
egories. Table 4 specifies and studies the hyper-parameters
used by different experiments. As we can seen, the biggest
change by sweeping these hyper-parameters is ∼ 2%, in-
dicting insensitivity to hyper-parameters. Dictionary size
and reward data batch size needs to be changed for different
datasets since a class-balanced dictionary size and reward
data mini-batch depends to the number of classes.

WebVision. Then, we scale up FSR to large-scale We-
bVision dataset with 50 classes [23], which contains the
top-50 categories of ImageNet. Following the compared
methods, ResNet50 is used with random initialization. We
use the same training schedule used by CIFAR experiments
above. Differently, we train on 8 GPUs for 128 epochs. Ta-
ble 5 compares results to previous methods, demonstrating
promising results including the best top-1 accuracy, although
the compared CRUST has higher top-5 accuracy. FSR shows
particular strong generalization ability to ImageNet valida-
tion accuracy.

5.2. Long-tailed Imbalance Experiments

CIFAR. We test FSR on long-tailed CIFAR benchmarks,
with different imbalance ratios as defined by [9]. We mod-
ify some training configurations as we use for label noise
experiments. First, we only apply original FSR to test the
ability of re-weighting (i.e. without momentum re-labeling
and MixUp). Second, similar like related methods [9], we
apply 0.1 softmax label smoothing to compute the loss for
re-weighting. Third, Equation (2) constraints weight to be
non-negative and clips negative values max(0, ω⋆) before
normalization. Here we replace this constraint by shifting

Table 7. Results with mixed label corruption in CIFAR10. Uniform
noise ratios are added onto different imbalance ratios.

Noise ratio 0.2 0.4

Imbal. ratio 0 10 50 200 0 10 50 200

CRUST [38] 90.2 65.7 41.5 34.3 89.2 59.5 32.4 28.8
FSR (Ours) 91.8 85.7 77.4 65.5 90.2 81.6 69.8 49.5

all weights to be non-zero (ω⋆ −min(ω⋆) + 1
b ) before nor-

malization. Fourth, recent methods [6, 25] commonly apply
deferred balancing, which trains model in the supervised
manner to learn representations and then apply re-balancing
methods to fine-tune the model. We reuse the 200-epoch
learning schedule from [9] (see Table 4 for extra hyper-
parameter details). We optionally apply this deferred sched-
ule by enabling FSR after the first learning rate decay at 160
epoch (i.e., set the warm-up epoch E = 160). We report
results with and without the deferred schedule in Table 6.
Overall, FSR achieves competitive results to other methods,
although it marginally underperforms MWN, which requires
additional balanced reward data.

iNaturalist. We also test our method on iNaturalist
2018 [21], a large-scale long-tailed recognition benchmark.
Following the 90 epoch learning schedule of [9] with de-
ferred schedule, FSR achieves promising results compared
to previous methods: 65.52% top-1 (85.02% top-5) accu-
racy, against CB Focal [9] 61.12%(81.0%) and Remix [8]
61.31% (82.30%). Considering FSR here is merely a generic
re-weighting approach, we believe it can be incorporated
with more sophisticated designs for long-tailed recognition
to obtain further improvement.

5.3. Complex of Label Noise and Imbalance

Although label noise and imbalance are usually studied
as independent research, in real-world applications, these
label corruption actually happen simultaneously. This is a
more realistic yet challenging setup. We take an initiative to
tackle this problem. To benchmark, we add uniform noise
onto imbalanced CIFAR10. Table 7 compares the results
with the best-performing noise-robust method CRUST [38].
It can be seen that FSR achieves much higher improvement
margin over compared methods on this dataset than that on
the noise-robust datasets, suggesting the robustness of FSR
to complex label corruption.

5.4. Training Complexity

Recent learning based sample weighting methods have
similar theoretical training complexity [44, 20, 47]. We use
L2R for direct comparison1. Figure 4(left) compares the
training time and GPU memory cost on three architectures2.

1We re-implement the method using the same programming technique
for gradient-by-gradient.

2TensorFlow profiler toolkit https://www.tensorflow.org/
guide/profiler
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Compared to regular supervised training, FSR increases the
training cost by 47% ∼ 87% while the baseline increases
319% ∼ 443%. For GPU memory usage, FSR increases
the memory overhead by 1.9% ∼ 34% while the baseline
increases 54% ∼ 270%. The results suggest that FSR sig-
nificantly improves the training efficiency. In addition, FSR
requires one-stage training only so it is expected to consume
less training cost than popular multi-stage methods, such as
our compared Co-teaching [17] and Iterative-CV [7].

Furthermore, we study how Θmeta impacts the final per-
formance. Does strong feature sharing sacrifice accuracy?
We control the number of layers included in Θmeta. Figure
4(right) reports accuracy on CIFAR10 40% with uniform
noise using ResNet32, suggesting that using partial layers
does not impact much on either L2R or FSR. It is interest-
ing to note that, for FSR, including fewer layers consistently
leads to higher accuracy. The study indicates a strong feature
sharing is feasible between outer loop and inner loop of a
meta optimization step.

5.5. More Studies and Discussions on FSR

Meta model memorization. Memorization is a factor we
need to consider to avoid trivial solution. If all training data
are memorized and generates zero training loss, P(x,Θ) in
Equation (4) will contain no useful information. However, it

is unlikely for a well-regularized DNNs to memorize (over-
fit) the training dataset. Figure 5(left) shows the train loss of
model Θt and meta model Θ⋆

t at every timestamp on long-
tailed CIFAR (imbalance ratio = 10). Since meta model
is a ‘locally’ optimized model, it leads to lower softmax
loss in average, yet no phenomenon of over-fitting. This
observation also applies to all other datasets and architectures
we experimented.

Dictionary purity. In the label noise task, the purity (the
clean ratio) of dictionary R plays a critical role in model
performance. If undesirable samples are pushed into the
dictionary, accuracy can be affected. Figure 5(middle) visu-
alizes the accuracy versus dictionary purity under different
noise ratios. As can been seen, dictionary purity at 80%
noise ratio (CIFAR100 and CIFAR100 both) reduces clearly
and thereby causes clear accuracy drop.

We further study a variety of pusher function alternatives
against the proposed meta-margin. The simplest negative-
loss prioritizes well-recognized samples. max-margin is a
popular method in active learning [2] which we use here
to select certain samples. forgetting-event [53] finds easy-
to-forget samples as they are bad or hard samples. A high
forgetting rate indicates corrupted labels. area-under-margin
(AUM) [42] produces wider margin on clean samples. As
can been seen in Figure 5(right), the proposed meta-margin
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performs clearly better than negative loss and AUM, though
we observe they can all select clean labels with high rates.
Forget-event−1 performs the worst. We realize it is nega-
tively impacted by MixUp. Removing MixUp will recover
CIFAR100 20%/40% noise to accuracy 68.1%/60.9%.
Impact of momentum re-labeling and MixUp. We study
how MixUp and the proposed momentum re-labeling (Sec-
tion 4.3) affect FSR. In Figure 6, we show the accuracy,
dictionary purity, and also averaged ratio of zero (inactive)
weights. The ratio of zero weight is expected to be close to
the noise ratio of the dataset. Higher ratios of zero weights
than actually noise ratios hinder sufficient supervision while
lower ratios introduces noisy supervision. MixUp has great
impact to the dictionary purity, and therefore final accu-
racy. As we can seen in Figure 6 (right), the ratio of zero
weights is closest to the noise ratio if MixUp is enabled.
We think MixUp plays a particular regularization role than
just augmentation. We do not find it is effective for long-
tailed recognition. Label smoothing [36] is not an effective
alternative either. We hypothesize it is related to the cali-
bration effects of MixUp [52] which improves the pusher
function and dictionary quality. Future work is useful for
investigation. Furthermore, momentum re-labeling can fur-
ther improve all metrics in Figure 6, and pave the last mile
to lead accuracy in Table 1.
Reward data versus proxy dictionary. 3 The size of re-
ward data in L2R [44] has impacts to the model performance.
We train L2R with different reward data size on CIFAR10
with 40% uniform noise. As shown in Figure 7, L2R does
not benefit much with more reward data and an over-large
reward set can even hurt the accuracy. The accuracy of
L2R also drops largely given very limited reward data. This
observation is aligned with the findings by [44].

We then study the impact dictionary size on the accuracy
of the proposed FSR. We conduct the same experiments for
FSR and FSR without momentum re-labeling and MixUp
(denoted as FSR-Raw). We find FSR is insensitive to the dic-
tionary size and FSR-Raw demonstrates normal sensitivity

3There are totally 50k training data. In this controllable experiments, a
fixed 45k training data is used for all methods. For L2R, the varying reward
data is split from the rest 5k data for the different settings. FSR does not
use extra data.
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Figure 7. Results of the compared L2R, FSR, and FSR-Raw (with-
out momentum re-labeling and MixUp) under varying reward data
size (for L2R) and dictionary size (for FSR and FSR-Raw).

yet much better than the sensitivity of L2R to real reward
data. Given sufficient dictionary size, FSR-Raw can perform
as good as L2R with arbitrary reward data size. This study
further suggests the actual unbiased reward data is dispens-
able and could be replaced by a well-picked training data
subset when with sufficient DNN regularization.

6. Conclusion
This paper presents a fast sample re-weighting method,

named FSR, that addresses two key bottlenecks for learn-
ing based sample weighting methods: high training cost
and dependence on additional reward data. The fast re-
weighting ability of FSR is orthogonal to domain-specific
techniques. We have shown that by incorporating task spe-
cific components (the proposed momentum re-labeling and
MixUp), FSR outperforms previous noise robust methods.
We conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate its effec-
tiveness on noisy labels and long-tailed class recognition
benchmarks.

As future work, we think FSR has the potential to im-
prove other tasks where sample re-weighting matters. In
addition, we observe from experiments that MixUp has a sig-
nificant impact on the performance of noisy robust training.
Exploring more universal regularization techniques could
potentially let FSR generalize better to other domains.
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